
 

WhisperPower’s roots are clearly 
going back to the early days of pleas-
ure boating. The first Whisper gener-
ators found their way to the customers 
mid 90-ties. Boats became bigger 
and the comfort level of yacht owners 
became more critical, exceeding the 
power inverters and batteries could 
deliver. Today, auxiliary generators are 
a must in small to medium size yachts 
as the main power source for aircon-

ditioning, kitchen appliances, water-
maker, dive compressor and so on 
and a secure back-up system to 
charge to on-board batteries. After 
the spin – off of Mastervolt in 2007, 
and the re-naming of the company as 
Whisper Power, the product range has 
been enhanced and extended to the 
portfolio of today. Read more about 
our breakthrough in the international 
marine market at page 3 til 5.n 

WhisperPower is intensifying its presence 
in the South of Europe with the purpose 
to establish a broader base for growth. 
After some years of severe stagnation in 
Spain including the Balearics and Portu-
gal, it is expected markets will grow 
again. ‘Business is now much better than 
a year ago’, explains Patricio Blanco Vil-
lanustre, shareholder and managing 
director of WhisperPower Iberica, cover-
ing this area. ‘The phone has been very 
silent for many months, but new orders 
are coming in and we are doing now some 
large military projects.’ 
WhisperPower BV has taken a substantial 
share of the equity to provide growth cap-
ital to WhisperPower Iberica SA.

Renewable energy technologies are 
competing at an ever- increasing 
level with conventional power 
sources. Solar and wind technology 
for example have grown over the 
past decade at a remarkable rate 
and are now becoming an impor-
tant source of power generation in 
the world. In Third World countries 
renewable power sources are even 

replacing conventional fossile 
based power plants. WhisperPower 
has an important mission to fullfil 
in these markets; we develop 
POWER MANAGEMENT technol-
ogy, ensuring a failsafe and effi-
cient use of the produced green 
energy. Read more about our 
unique GRID INDEPENDER systems 
at page 9 and 10.

Cars, vans and trucks are more and 
more equipped with additional appli-
ances like computers, sound systems, 
medical equipment, refrige ration, 
lights, tools and various electronics. 
Standard car engine alternators are 
in general not powerful enough to 
operate the extra’s. WhisperPower’s 
auxiliary power systems are the 
ideal solutions to create additional 

power sources, without modifying 
the standard factory installed sys-
tem of the vehicle. The application 
field is enormous: from ambulances, 
fire trucks, police surveillance vans, 
limousines up to travel coaches, 
mobile shops, horse trucks and 
demonstration vehicles. Read more 
about our exciting range of systems 
for this market at page 6 and 7.

Marine Markets Land based Markets Mobile Markets

Multi Market Strategy successful!
Page 3 - Marine Markets Page 6 - Mobile Markets Page 8 - Land based applications Page 11 - Products and technology
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WhisperPower at Frisian Solar Challenge
WhisperPower is taking 
part in the Frisian Solar 
Challenge 2014 with it’s 
own solar boat.

the rigors of a 220-kilometre race. Whisper-
Power participated with this bi-annual 
race in 2012 for the first time as co-sponsor 
of the Vripack Naval Architect Solar Boat. 
At this fifth edition, over 40 teams from all 
over the world will participate. 

The Frisian Solar Challenge, also known 
as the World Cup for Solar Powered Boats, 
is the largest sustainable event in the 
Netherlands, focused on the design and 
construction of ultra-lightweight high-
speed solar vessels, strong enough to face 

Expansion in Southern Europe

The event will take place from 15th June 
to 5th July 2014 and will attract a lot of 
people and press. WhisperPower’s hospi-
tality boat will follow the entire race with 
various national and international guests 
on board.

Photograph: Courtesy of  Osprey, Wajer & Wajer, the Netherlands
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In one of the previous Newsletters, edited by me 6 years ago, 
I made the statement that ‘you can conquer the world with 
the right plan.’ I believed I really had a good business plan 
when I started WhisperPower, in 2007. But it took a bit longer 
to find the right track and put ourselves on the global map.

Starting up an entreprise these days is 
challenging, and requires an enormous 
amount of perseverance of founder and 
employees. Over the past 5 years, I 
learned to change ‘the plan’ from time to 
time in order to anticipate on the market 
circumstances. We turned the company 
from an almost ‘marine only’ company 
into a multi-market global entreprise with 
an extended portfolio of products and 
systems. We develop and manufacture 
standard products but can easily switch 
to developing and producing ‘specials’, as 
our business model is flexible. 
Today, 30% of our revenue is realized by 
special made-to-order products, being 
one of the corner stones of the company. 

5 Years young!
Our modern facility is a great asset, allow-
ing us to change easily from standard 
products to single item specials, while the 
LEAN by Kaizen working method is keep-
ing the efficiency and quality level at an 
optimum level. 

Success factors
I am proud of the position WhisperPower 
has achieved in just 5 years, during a 
period of economical downturn in general 
and a severe crisis in the global marine 
industry. We have adapted our business 
model to the new reality, identified and 
fixed our key success factors, which is 
resulting already in a growth of the com-
pany of over 25% in 2013. 

WhisperPower 

Time line
1998

Beginning of the production of  
Whisper generators, 3000 rpm.  
Under corporation name Mastervolt 
Gensets BV in Drachten, Friesland, 
the Netherlands.

2000
Design of a complete new range of 
compact 1500/1800 rpm generators

2003
 Introduction of a new digital motor 
management systems, DDC – Digi-
tal Diesel Control, still in place.

2006
 Mile stone – reaching 5.000 produc-
tion units since the start of the  
company

2007
 Whisper becomes WhisperPower, 
spin-off of Mastervolt, as an  
independent company. Founder of 
Mastervolt, Roel ter Heide, acquires 
100% ownership. Start of joint devel-
opment GPX hybride generator.

2009
 WhisperPower still supplies all marine 
Whisper’s to Mastervolt, supply of 
these sets under Mastervolt brand. 
WhisperPower is building up new 
markets. Hybrid Power Systems is 
erected as the ‘Big Boat Division’, 
developing high power hybrid sys-
tems. 

2010
 Termination of the supply contract 
with Mastervolt, WhisperPower 
enters the marine market under 
WhisperPower label. GPX joint devel-
opment project terminates. Introduc-
tion by WhisperPower of the 
Genverter concept.

2011
 Establishment of a global all-markets 
distribution network, expansion of 
the product range adding power  
electronics, batteries etc.

2012
 Introduction of the one-stop shop 
system approach, added value of 
WhisperPower becomes obvious to 
the market.

2013
 Breakthrough, in all markets  
WhisperPower is seen as the new 
leader, with an unique mechatronics 
system offering. Multi-market strategy 
successful. Company revenue grow-
ing by 25%.

2014
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Sustained growth in all markets, 
achievement of truly global business, 
WhisperPower becomes OEM  
supplier in all market fields.

Our history

A dream come through
‘Developing the right product counts for 
50% of the success’ is another statement 
I made 6 years ago. This is still valid,  
I believe. We have worked hard over the 
past 5 years to develop an extended range 
of products, through our own R&D depart-
ment as well with the help of specialistic 
external companies. It feels good to see 
our portfolio growing to the category of 
‘most complete’ and ‘most comprehen-
sive’ and ‘best quality’ in the world. 

Roel ter Heide, CEO WhisperPower 

‘Developing the right product 
counts for 50% of the success’

‘It feels good to see our portfolio growing to  
the category of ‘most complete’ and ‘most  
comprehensive’ and ‘best quality’ in the world.’ 

‘ The turn-around of the company 
took just three years.’

‘The customer is always right!’

Combining electronics, mechanics and 
diesel technology into HYBRID MEG-
ATRONICS, is challenging but we did it. 
The role of Martijn Favot, our Technical 
Director has been important to bring the 
engineering level at the right level: all our 
products including specials follow the 
route of ‘design for manufacturing’, 
ensuring the right quality and longest life 
time.

Some of our key success factors:
•  The customer is always right! 
  We have come closer to our custom-

ers than in the ‘boom’ period before 
2008 and listen better to them. Our 
System Approach for example is a 
result of this. 

•   Change in time before it is too late!
  We have adapted our product offering 

to market demand. 

•   There are always new ways  
to earn money! 

  We have broadened our customer 
base by implementing a multi-market 
approach. 

•   Innovation is our method to get  
to value creation! 

  Investments in new technology, new 
products, new markets and a global 
distribution network with good down-
to-earth people are now a steady 
base for growth. 

•   Never underestimate the lifecycle 
of a product! 

  We have re-engineered the generator 
products and accessories that we 

inherited from the past and turned 
them into great products, for global 
distribition, at a competitive price. 

•   Keep your service level  
always upright! 

  With over 12,000 products and sys-
tems supplied to the market from 
1998 till today, we have a healthy 
installed base, which really makes fun 
to support.

•   Make sure employees understand 
the world around their company!

  People in our (international) company 
with their talents, skills, know-how 
and their perseverance, believe in the 
future.

•   Make sure the execution of  
your business plan is supported  
by sufficient cash!

  The WhisperPower Group of Compa-
nies has a strong financial back-
ground allowing to do long term 
planning and investing, with a per-
sistant team to become the nr 1 brand 
in this field.

An impressive list of key success factors, but the decisive factor is  
of course the customer, is he going to appreciate our brand or not. 

Martijn Favot at the left, Roel ter Heide at the right
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The company is located in Biddulph, North 
Staffordshire, where the complete steel 
hull, superstructure, technical installation 
and woodwork is being done.

Simon Piper is a smart entrepreneur who 
knows what he is doing. He successfully 
found an interesting gap in the market of 
recreational boaters who want to live on 
board of a yacht during a substantial part 
of the year. Most of them are baby boom-
ers who sailed during all their life, but 
want to navigate on the European water-
ways, lakes and coastal area ‘s in a com-
fortable, spacious way. Simon designed a 
‘life style concept’ utilizing the original 
design of a Dutch freight barge or ‘Luxe 
Motor’, motor cargo vessels from 22 – 30 
metres that were used to transport cargo 
from sea cargo ships to the inland regions 
of continental Europe in the years 1920 – 
1970. Simon downscaled his Dutch Barge 
and adapted the design for (semi) perma-
nent living. Sizes range from 16 metres to 
20 metres, with a beam of 4 to 4.90 mtrs. 
Boats can be customized according to a 

WhisperPower’ s business is global, even 
custom built one-off projects can be han-
dled succesfully. The company is cooper-
ating for example with re-nowned 
companies like Steyr Motors, Austria, and 
their distributors. In cooperation with 
Steyr Motors Pacific, a new hybrid propul-
sion concept was supplied to one of the 
main pleasure boat builders in Taiwan, 
Blue Water Yachts.

Set to be one of the first production boat 
builders to take up serial production of the 
Steyr Motors Hybrid Drive system, Mr 
Jack Chen, President of Blue Water 
Yachts, was proud to announce the launch 
of the new U’Green 42, a 14 metres twin 
prop motor yacht, with a highly efficient 
displacement monohull, developed to 
become a leader in efficient green boat-
ing for the future.  The vessel is installed 
with twin STEYR MOTORS SE236E40 
engines and 7 KW hybrid drive units for 
zero emission boating whilst under elec-
tric propulsion.  To support the hybrid 

The global commercial marine industry is 
one of those emerging markets Whisper-
Power is focusing on. From small fishing 
boats up to high speed ferries, a reliable 
electrical power supply is vital for the 
safety of crew, passengers and traffic 
around. The professional standard of the 
WhisperPower products makes them suit-
able for these applications. Customers 
like Damen Shipyard, van Oord Dredging, 
Dutch Rijkswaterstaat, German Wasser-

First small size hybrid  
motoryacht in Taiwan

Smart solutions for commercial craft

A new way of marine enjoyment

Fuel saving technology
Vessels with limited night loads (say 2 kW every 

hour) should not operate the main generator 

(100-300 kVA). Installing our 2 or 3 Cylinder 

Genverter will save a lot of fuel and mainte-

nance costs. The system works with Battery 

Storage, an AC inverter of 7 kVA and one or 2 

DC Powercubes of 4.3 kW each, connected to 

the small Genverter generator.

Simon Piper, Piper Boats

‘I like the System Approach of  
WhisperPower. They have good  
products and take their after  
sales service serious’.

Vital AC and DC Bridge equipment require clean 

and uniterruptible power. WhisperPower offers 

a complete range of products to ensure trouble 

free use.

With the opening of a sales and service 
office in Shanghai in 2011, WhisperPower 
is anticipating on the opportunities offered 
by a new, exciting market. Shanghai 
WhisperPower System Ltd is based in the 
North West part of Shanghai, employing 
a staff of 8 people. Oscar Hu and Alex 
Guan are leading the company in a very 
succesful way: China has become one of 
the strongest markets for WhisperPower. 
Main market at this stage is recreational 
boating and light commercial marine. We 
serve the national boating industry, 
mainly boatbuilders through dealers and 
distributors – they also take care of ser-
vice and support of the installed base. 

Working standards
Boatbuilding in China is not really compa-
rable with the situation in the US or Europe. 
The tradition is still young, and although 
the Chinese workers are eager to learn, 
there is still a way to go. But the expectation 
is clear. With rapid economic growth, China’s 
recreational marine market is expected to 
expand sharply in the coming years. In 
2010, China imported over $90 million 

certain degree to the owners wishes and 
fitted with unlimited comfort.

Home from home
Living aboard a Piper Boat is enjoyable. 
These boats are designed mainly for 
inland navigation, although they can han-
dle moderate seas. Most of the owners 
make long trips through the French,  
Belgium, Dutch and German canals and 
take their time to do intensive sightsee-
ing. All equipment of board can be used 
independent of shore power, utilizing 

package, WhisperPower was engaged to 
design and propose a complete turn key 
power management system.   Whisper-
Power’s lithium ion batteries were 
employed to provide 200 Amp hours at 48 
Volts for an electric run time of up to four 
hours. Supporting the power manage-
ment system are 2x Whisper Power Cen-
tres, WPC 4000W-48VDC-50 Amp which 
manages Shore Power, AC Generator 
Power, DC power and power produced by 
the Steyr Motors Hybrid generator.   Back-
ing up the complete system for when the 
vessel is at idle is a Whisper M-SC 11 die-
sel generator.

BreakthroughOur history

worth of yachts and pleasure vessels, 
which was an increase of 133 percent 
compared with 2009 (Source: Global 
Trade Atlas). Based on the confidence 
that pleasure boats will become one 
aspect of the country‘s expanding upper 
and middle-class lifestyle, provincial 
govern ments, property developers and 
boat builders are all investing heavily in 
this industry. 

Development of marina’s
Although there are presently only a handful 
of marinas in China, dozens more are under 
construction or in the planning process. 
Many luxury residences in major cities 
incorporate waterways and boating facili-
ties in their developments. The Shanghai 
government has decided to build marinas 
and cruise ship centers along the down-
town riverfront as part of the efforts to 
remake Shanghai into a world-class city. 
Other cities and areas that either have on-
going marina projects, or are in the planning 
process include Zhoushan, Qingdao, Dalian, 
Ningbo, Beihai, Dongguan, Shengzhen 
and Hainan Island.

Marine commercial

Chinese boating

Some of our key success factors:

The Piper name in boatbuilding was established in 1969 when David Piper started his  
narrowboat building business. Now, over 40 years later, David’s son Simon operates Piper 
Boats, the UK’s leading manufacturer of inland waterway craft for use throughout Europe. 

WhisperPower System Admiral or Royal. 
Batteries, inverter, charger, isolation 
transformer, generator, exhaust system, 
monitoring and controls (even APP based), 
this is all combined into one system.
When shore power is available, the ship 
system can be connected to the public 
grid to charge the battery and transfer 
power to the appliances in a direct way.
See also Simon’s website: 
www.piperboats.com 

straszenambt, Berlin Wasserpolizei, Chinese 
coast guard, just to mention a few, are 
satisfied users of WhisperPower’s genera-
tors, inverters, battery chargers and batter-
ies. Specific functionality is offered by our 
DC PowerCubes as AC genset to 24 VDC 
power supplies, our WPC’s operating as 
UPS systems for computers and our MCC 
and MG DC – DC converters to power up 
the various DC users on a bridge.

WhisperPower Stand at the International China Boatshow, April 2013
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Motoryacht Independence is a sturdy steel built pleasure 
motor yacht, commissioned in to service in September 2008 
as a demonstration yacht for the shipyard De Volharding, 
Stavoren and several manufacturers of marine equipment 
including WhisperPower. 

Following the yacht’s christening, she was 
moved to southern France from Maas-
bracht by Van de Wetering (just possible 
with her height and 40 ton weight) to par-
ticipate in various exhibitions in France 
and Italy. The ship travelled considerable 
distances traveled in Italy, including Sicily. 
The erratic storms that can suddenly arise 
in the Mediterranean proved little issue 
for INDEPENDENCE who was able to 
endure them with ease.

Back to holland
At the end of 2009, INDEPENDENCE was 
sailed back to The Netherlands by Will and 
Piet Lafra through the Rhone, the eastern 
French canal network and the Mosselle. 
A beautiful journey with 190 locks to over-
come, all of which were seamlessly 
passed through by the skipper and his 
wife. 

Since 2010, INDEPENDENCE has mainly 
been used for luxury yacht charter and as 
a working laboratory for the development 
of a new generation of energy systems, 
developed by WhisperPower. In the summer 
of 2013, the yacht received new anti-fouling 
and a new paint job, carried out by Mast 
Jachtschilders from Drachten. 

New electrical system
In 2012 and 2013, the original onboard 
system was replaced by a new hybrid 
energy system manufactured by Whisper-

Power, making the stay on board even 
more comfortable. The basis of the new 
system is the maintenance free battery 
which acts as an ‘energy reservoir’ for all 
electrical consumables. The battery 
capacity, with average use, is sufficient 
for 48 hours onboard use without the 
need for recharging. The new GENVERTER 
/2 hybrid generator ensures that the bat-
tery is silently charged when a certain 
unloading point is reached. The hybrid 
generator is barely audible both outside 
and inside the ship (lees than 43 dBA). 
When connecting to shore power, the 
same system ensures that the 24V and 
12V batteries are charged (‘plug-in hybrid’ 
principle). Providing guaranteed conveni-
ence, the Genverter features world wide 
compatibility with both 120V-60Hz and 
230V-50Hz allowing the system to be 
plugged in anywhere in the world.

The Independence Story

The 230V loads are fed by the 10 kW sine 
wave inverter which converts either 
stored power from within the battery OR 
the generator energy produced power 
from by Genverter Hybrid, to a stable clean 
230V 50Hz (or 120V-60Hz ). There is NO 
switching between the generator, the 
inverter and the shore power, and thus the 
risk of damage of on board equipment o 
is nil. Both ceramic and induction cooking 
plates work perfectly and there is also 
never an interruption to the power supply 
whereby, for example digital clocks and 
LED lighting can be affected. 
As an extra generator system, a traditional 
WhisperPower 25kVA generator has also 
been installed with two additional DC 
PowerCubes. With the 3rd DC PowerCube 
included, a total of 360 Amps can be 
charged, in other words, the battery can 
be re-charged within a very short period. 
This generator also features a Power Take 
Off with a mounted hydraulic pump to 
enable the hydraulic stabilization system 
to work at anchor.

Type of ship:  Sturier 555 CS  
   (Central Sleeper)
Material: steel, round bilge
Length: 17 meters
Length waterline: 15:02 m
Height : 3.50 meters
Beam:  4.95 meters
Displacement: 40 tons
Max. speed: 10 knots
Diesel tank: 4.000 liters
Water tank: 1.500 liters

Demo boat

‘Independance is a sturdy  
Class A motor yacht.’

•	 	Main	battery	pack	1.650Ah	mainte-
nance free, 2 Volt cells, Whisper-
Power GEL, 1300 kg (same capacity 
available in Lithium-ION).

•	 	Genverter	2-cylinder	Whisper	gen-
erator, set to 2300 RPM. Based on 
Kubota diesel engine and a perma-
nent magnet alternator.

•	 	Dimensions	600	x	544	x	655	mm	
(HxWxD), weight 178 kg.

•	 	DC	PowerCube,	part	of	the	Genverter	
GV2, with shore connection up to  
16 Amps, 120 Amps charging current, 
adjustable from 4-16 Amps with 
remote control panel. 

  Weight 20 kg. This also charges 12V 
and 24V batteries, including start 
batteries.

•	 	Sine	wave	inverter,	continuous	power	
10kVA, 30kVA maximum, to provide 

‘online’ delivery of 230V-50Hz for the 
various consumers including Air con-
ditioning system.

•	 		WhisperPower	25kVA	diesel	genera-
tor with PTO and hydraulic pump for 
the zero-speed stabilization system.

•	 	2	pcs	DC	PowerCube	serving	the	fast	
charging of the battery connected to 
the WhisperPower 25kVA.

•	 	High	output	alternator	24V-110A,	
with ACR Automatic Current Regulator 
mounted on the Vetus Deutz diesel 

  engine - this is the main power supply 
(3kW) whilst sailing.

•	 	Control	and	monitoring:	in	addition	
to the standard panels, which are 
partially analogue, a completely new 
TOUCH SCREEN has been developed 
in cooperation with YachtControl 
ensuring the most important infor-
mation.

‘The hybrid generator is 
barely audible both out-
side and inside the ship.’

Comfort System Summary

At the leftside:  
Genverter/2  

DC PowerCube  
generator,  

46dBA inside  
the yacht.

Bridge of 55 Ft motoryacht Independence 
At left: Our WhisperPower Touch panel offering on-line  

system values.

At right: Effective LED read-out panels for our DC charger,  

AC inverters, combined with our WBM battery monitor.

See also our DC PowerCube movie  
at our Youtube-channel.
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Super Yachts cruise around the globe with crew and guests, the whole 
year around. One of the key requirements of these yachts is supreme 
comfort, optimal safety and reliable technical systems that work day and 
night. WhisperPower provides fully integrated electrical system solutions 
for motor and sailing yachts from 20-60 metres, consisting of smart 
power generation up to hybrid electrical propulsion systems.

Years of experience
The engineering team of WhisperPower 
has been involved for many years with the 
development of power systems for Super 
Yachts. Over the past few years the 
demand for better solutions to produce on 
board electricity has grown considerably. 
Yacht builders and designers have been 
looking at fuel cells, but considering the 
enormous power demand in kW’s, this 
technology is not ready to install in yachts. 
Martijn Favot, CTO of WhisperPower, 
comments as follows: ‘It is a wonderful 
technology but right now it is a bridge too 
far. Hybrid technology, for both power or 
propulsion, or combined, is already more 
widely accepted as the right & smart way 
to go. Since 2009, we have developed and 
manufactured several high power propul-
sion and power systems, all custom made 
to customer demand. The results are very 
encouraging, our systems are really much 
more silent, cleaner and more compact, 
while we integrate different electrical 

Cleaner, more silent  
and more compact

‘Big boat’ applications

functions like ship-to-shore galvanic iso-
lation and frequency conversion in the 
same system.’, says Favot.

New way of thinking
The essence of the WhisperPower way of 
putting systems together is simple but 
smart: Generators are made smaller by 
utilizing PM (Permanent Magnet) technol-
ogy, which is also applied in wind genera-
tors. The Genverter is much more silent 
compared with traditional 1500/1800 rpm 
technology, utilizing bulky diesel engines. 
The Genverter output is connected to the 
Ship’s Power Bus but also to a Li Ion battery, 
which is the Hy-Store part of the system. 
Peak power demand is buffered from this 
power store, which we describe as Peak 
Shaving. This is one of the essentials of 
the concept, according to Martijn Favot:
‘When the variable speed Genverter gen-
erator is running, the connected load is 
operating while the Hy Store is charged at 
the same time. When the Hy Store is 

mount Technology applied ensures an 
almost vibration free operation. 
Two SQ 27 units can be put in parallel  
utilizing a new WP Parallel Control Unit, 
connecting the two outputs of the system 
to the AC bus of the vessel or yacht.  
A perfect solution to reduce fuel costs and 
maintenance costs in case high power  
(50 kVA) is only required during intervals’, 
says Favot.

Specials – made to order
Luc Toepoel is one of those experienced 
engineers, working on the hybrid projects. 
‘Since we started to develop hybrid power 
and propulsion systems, and supplied our 
first systems, we were overwhelmed with 
requests for quotations for similar sys-
tems. We experienced different attitudes 
in the market: at one end the customers 
that understand every system, at this 
stage, has to be designed, developed and 
manufactured on an one-off base. With 
high costs as a consequence. The other 
category expects parts and components 
to be available off the shelf, made in 
quantities and easy ‘to get’. We have to 
admit we still have to consider any sys-
tem, even a 48VDC system for small craft, 
to be made to order, requiring pre-engi-
neering time, development time and spe-
cialized manufacturing.
A lot of functions have to be integrated: 
Our Hybrid propulsion and power systems 
generate, store, use, exchange and con-
trol onboard energy in an independent and 
integrated way. The only way to consider 
applying this technology should be, from 
a customer point of view, a SYSTEMS  
philosophy.’

power ful enough, the ship’s load can 
operate for a limited time, silently from the 
battery, with the Genverter engines 
switched off’. Favot mentions owners will 
appreciate this system approach because 
of the comfort and the lower cost of 
owner ship, as the fuel & maintenance bill 
will go down. ‘A yacht will be cleaner and 
quieter, while the generator engines no 
longer have to run on 50% load or even 
less. The ‘green’ image comes on top of 
it, for free’, according to favot.

Off the shelf or ‘special’ 
‘Our traditional 1500/1800 rpm genera-
tors range from 3.5kVA up to 27kVA, suit-
able for mid-sized yachts and vessels. 
They are normally available from stock. 
Our new SQ 27 is equipped with a high-
end AVR controlled alternator, with fast 
response smart boost function. Diesel 
engine, alternator and sound shield are 
build together extremly compact, while 
the new WhisperPower Vibration Shock-

WhisperPower 

Products 
& parts we 
develop on 
demand
 
•  PM Permanent Magnet motors 

for parallel or serial configuration 
Power rating from 50kW - 500kW

•  GENVERTER variable speed PM 
based generators from 25kW - 
500kW - units can be used in 
parallel 

•  Optional PTO for Hydraulic  
Systems on board as part of the 
GENVERTER supply

•  Lithium-Ion batteries with inte-
grated BMS

•  Battery chargers/ converters – 
all-water cooled

•  Shore power connection sys-
tems. including frequency con-
version mode

•  High power DC to AC inverters, 
all-water cooled

•  Shaft alternators PM-style,  
all-watercooled, 50kW

•  Extended power management 
and monitoring & control

Shaft alternator 50kWLi ion Rack 45kWh – 512VDC GENVERTER 50/65

Impression of a complete 

250kW serial system

Nick Haley, captain on board of Rainbow: 

‘These guys from WhisperPower really care: 
in case you need them they are available, 
right away, without restrictions.’

Photograph: Courtesy of Holland Jachtbouw

Comfort System Summary Martijn Favot
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Cars, vans and trucks are more and more equipped with additional appliances like  
computers, sound systems, medical equipment, refrigeration, lights, tools and various  
electronics. Standard car engine alternators are in general not powerful enough to operate 
the extra’s. WhisperPower’s auxiliary power systems are the ideal solutions to create addi-
tional power sources, without modifying the standard factory installed system of the vehicle.
The application field is enormous: from ambulances, fire trucks, police surveillance vans, 
limousines up to travel coaches, mobile shops, horse trucks and demonstration vehicles. 
We pre-engineer, develop and manufacture made-to-measure systems, or supply standard 
from the shelf solutions.

Mobile Markets and applications
All-round in mobile power systems

Another exciting market where Whisper-
Power is involved with, is the world of 
temperature sensitive cargo transportation. 
There are several way to keep products 
below freezing level or just cold, most 
common is to install a diesel powered 
refrigeration unit above the drivers cabin. 
For a large German food distribution com-
pany WhisperPower has developed an 
engine powered system to operate a 

There are no accurate figures for the 
number of horses and ponies pre-
sent in Europe. In the UK, to give an 
idea, it has been estimated between 
6,000 and 1.2 Mio horses and 
ponies. Without doubt, the Equine 
world is big with many donkeys 

practising their sport.

Moving horses to horse shows, riding 
schools, concours hippique and hospitals 
is a serious business. 
Horse trucks are the most convenient way 
for horses to travel: vehicles with accom-
modation for horses and a separate living 
for horse owners and crew. Roelofsen 
Raalte is one of the top builders, building 
a wide variety of horse trucks, from small 
to large. From their factory in the Middle 
East of the Netherlands they serve their 
broad customer base in Europe. The 
larger horse trucks provide the highest 
standards of comfort for horses and 
human. Equipped with heating, fridges, 
hob, microwave, extended entertainment 
and all sorts of tools, these trucks provide 
all the comfort from home. 
WhisperPower is a prominent player in 
this market, offering a wide variety of low-
to-high power systems. Our exclusive for 
Roelofsen development all-in-one HYBRID 
power systems is the latest milestone of 
WhisperPower’s engineering team; one 
stainless steel box, contains all parts 
required for the power supply of the vehicle. 

If there was a Mekka of German sales 
vehicle production it would definitely be 
Rothenburg an der Wümme, somewhere 
between Bremen and Hamburg in the 
North of Germany. One of big players in 
this very interesting market segmentation 
is company Seico Verkaufsfahrzeuge 
GmbH. One of their philosophies is to have 
a very honest and fair relation between 
customers, suppliers, banks and consult-
ants. Another, very important philosophy 
is to build vehicles that last as long as 
possible with as less service as possible 
with an outstanding price & performance 
ratio. Therefore they only use products 

HARTMANN Spezialkarosserien GmbH 
from Alsfeld is a specialist for develop-
ment and construction of special bodies 
and completions for different applications 
on nearly all known chassis individually 
according to customer’s requirements in 
Germany and worldwide. For more than 
two years now we’re main supplier for all 
kinds of gensets and power electronics. 
Most applications, e.g. mobile banks, 
sewer cleaning vehicles and Offroad 
motorhomes require special versions. For 
all this we developed a wide range of  
All-In-One generators sets for easy instal-
lation under the vehicles body. These 
come in a high quality stainless-steel 
sound-shield - optimized in terms of noise 
reduction and minimization in size, weight 
and installation time.
Most popular unit is the W-GV4 Basic, 
with 3.4kW max. output a generator with 
perfect price/performance ratio for many, 
many applications. With it’s overall height 

Keeping the merchandise cold

Power for traveling horses

On the move 
with Seico

Hartmann

standard 3kW 230V 50Hz refrigerator. 
This system makes the cold storage inde-
pendent of charging during the night, the 
end-of-day temperature is still at the 
same level as in the morning, as a conse-
quence the vehicle can be used in a more 
flexible way. The weight saving was 
another target – now more merchandise 
can be carried which improves the daily 
revenue.

Features:
•  Silent Power inverter 3.5kW
•  Combined diesel/ inverter power 7kW 
•  Diesel-only power 3.6kVA
•   Land-to-vehicle battery charger  

90 Amps (2 outputs)
•   Battery capacity 200Ah/24V
•   AC and DC distribution included  

in the system

of only 500 mm it’s easily installable  
on frames of trucks like for example the 
Mercedes Atego.
Latest project has been a W-SQ16 build 
inside a compact stainless-steel sound-
shield. It will be used for high power 
demands on a sewer cleaning vehicle.
What all these systems have in common 
is that all parts are easily accessible for 
maintenance and service if needed.
On top of all that our WPC Combis and 
batteries are used for silent-times and 
small consumer like printers, computers 
and cash-terminals.

that fit into this concept - and that’s 
where we enter this story. With Whisper-
Power’s brand new Orange range of high-
performance battery-chargers, combi’s, 
sine-wave inverters, batteries and DC-
distribution components we can offer 
exactly the components that are needed - 

Example of a full spec Horse Truck, as made 

by Roelofsen Raalte, the Netherlands.

Benefits:
•  Easy installation, no cable work 

needed to parts in the truck apart 
from the DC distribution groups.

•  Can be mounted on the chassis with 
just four bolds and ready.

•  All-in-one supply from one supplier. 
Cooling and exhaust included.

•  Silent inside and outside.
•   Full automatic operation, inverter 

always ‘on’, priority.
•   Whisper Diesel Generator starts  

automatic at low-bat.
•  After land power plug-in, automatic  

battery charging will follow.

Roelofsen Raalte is one of the top builders, building a wide variety of horse trucks, from small to large.

Specialist for development and construction of special bodies 

GV 4 Basic

AC BeltPower

GV7i all-in-one

at a one-stop shop! No need to shop 
around anymore - that’s the way to optimize 
production times! Another argument to go 
with WhisperPower was of course the 
Europe- & Worldwide sales and service 
support we can offer. On top of all the 
Orange components, there’s the first Belt-
Drive system with 3.5kW output power in 
combination with our WPC coming up the 
equip the demonstration vehicle. 
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Governments around the world have initiated policies and 
programmes to promote the adoption of Electrical Vehicles 
(EV’s). Business models and commercial incentives are 
emerging to make EV ownership a more attractive proposition. 

WhisperPower &  
the E-vehicle market

SPECIALS Mobile Markets and applications

The Netherlands is one of the most pro-
gressive countries when it comes to EV’s 
and Hybrid vehicles. The Plug-in hybrid 
car is selling the best, as an in-between 
EV and Hybrid concept.WhisperPower is 
involved in this field as well. We are now 
preparing a ‘mobile power station’ to 
charge EV’s for a prestigeous German 
customer.

Together with Yntema Bodyworks in 
Heeren veen we re-build a VW Transporter 
into a mobile power station, capable to 
charge 2 electrical vehicles during test 
and evaluation trials.
We have integrated a 25kVA low rpm gen-
erator, with cooling and exhaust system, 
in the van. This system is powering some 
EV three phase battery chargers. We inte-
grated Webasto airconditiopning, AC and 
DC power distribution and LED lights.
This is already the third WhisperPower 
system for this company. A W-SC3 and a 

3,5kW Beltdrive system have been 
installed in measurement vehicles for the 
prototype testing fleet early 2013.
•  main features of the 25kVA system: low 

weight, extreme temperature range 
from 50°C on desert test tracks until 
-30°C in Nordic countries, low emis-
sion.

•  Unconspicuous design.
•  Special requirements on safety issues 

to protect the drivers and equipment at 
a speed up to 170 km/h, including con-
nection to vehicles CAN bus for shut-
down on airbag signal. 

•  Cooled by a top-cooler which has been 
installed flat with the roof to avoid extra 
height to enter underground parking 
and other public places.

•  All airinlets are especially protected 
against intrusion of insects, dust and 
other negative influences.

•  The system has been delivered to the 
costumer November 2013.

In the modern facility in Drachten, which 
became operational in 2009, a wide vari-
ety of products are manufactured. From 
standard generators up to complete 
power containers for off-shore use and 
power systems with battery racks, up to 
all-in-one power solutions for vehicles, 
vessels or land applications. The building 
and the infrastructure are capable to ena-
ble production of 6000 diesel integrated 
power products annually. There is a grow-
ing demand for special-made-to-order 
products, on a small scale. By full inte-
gration of all ‘hybrid’ components, turn-
key designs of enclosures, we meet the 
key-target: reduce the installation costs 
for the final customer. Constant quality 

From standard 
product to super 
custom

Specialty  
vehicles 

Broad-
casting
 

Top quality electrical power provi-
sion with the lowest possible dis-
tortion and super silent: These are 
the main requirements defined by 
the users of this specific market 
segment. WhisperPower’s systems 
are ideal to install in OB1 broad-
casting vans and small sprinter-type 
vehicles used for (HD) broadcasting.

Now  optimized solution 
with genverter
Our new range of GENVERTER 2 
and 3 cylinder diesel generators are 
the perfect solution for installing 
compact power inside such small 
trucks or vans. The new GENVERTER 
requires just one TOP COOL radiator 
on the roof, or at the side, to cool the 
engine and the permanent magnet 
alternator. 

For larger trucks we deliver Whisper 
systems for installation under the 
truck or in the front of the trailer. 
Power ratings up to 30kVA in single 
or three phase are available from 
stock. Li-Ion batteries, DC Power-
Cube chargers and Sine wave 
inverter or Combi’s can be inte-
grated.

can be assured for custom or volume pro-
duced models. WhisperPower applies the 
Lean Kaizen methodology and works in 
accordance with international ISO stand-
ards.

3 Hours of severe testing
Every diesel integrated product is tested 
for the duration of 3 hours in a specially 
designed Test Cabin. After the assembly 
process is finished, the product is connected 
to a Test Computer for a severe test under 
variable load circumstances. A ‘pass’ certif-
icate will be generated automatically only 
when the product meets the specifications, 
where after the product will be delivered 
to the customer.

One of the most  
important stages of  
the manufacturing  

process: The final test 
of a diesel generator 

with a duration of  
3 hours under  
variable load.

Manufacturing ‘made 
to order’ is one of 

Whisper Power skill’s. 
See picture of the 

assembly of a 16 kVA 
mobile ‘under floor’ 

generator in stainless 
steel. This particular 
system is very quick 
and simple to install 

and can be operational 
soon after delivery to 

customer.

Assembly process  
of a range of  

standard products.  
WhisperPower’s  
business model  

allows manufacturing 
volume to fluctuate  

due to the flex 
approach.

Assembly line of  
the SQ 27 model. 

Air circulation inside the  

Transporter made possible 

by these tailor made stylish 

louvres



DC PowerCube 4.3kW or 8.6kW

WP Lithium Ion Li Fe Po 4

PM - Permanent Magnet technology applied

Genverter 1, 2 or 3 Cyl.
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The development of a new fuel efficient variable speed 
diesel generator with Inverter output, in 2010, has 
opened a new horizon for land based applications. The 
Genverter 4 Basic was the first model with integrated 
cooling and exhaust, suitable to install in containers, 
houses, trailers and various domestic locations. Since 
then, WhisperPower has developed into a real special-
ist, offering a wide variety of solutions to power up 
loads in a very fuel efficient and reliable way. 
WhisperPower integrates renewable energy sources such 
as Solar Modules and Wind generators whenever rele-
vant: in all applications described below, renewable 
power is not sufficient to operate the load 24/7. The 
combination makes the system favorable to non-stop 
generators. These back-up systems can support a load 
demand of 10 kWh – 30 kWh per day.

Land based applications

Application examples

Decentralized 
power systems

Application
Unmanned measurements systems for 
mobile laser systems and measuro-
graphicsement masts. 

Specialty
 Power up to 800 watt/ hr. Ambient 
temp -20 up to 50 C. 

Applied
Genverter/ 2Cyl, DC PowerCube, 
Gel Battery, Climate Conditioning.

Unit For Observation, UFO – fitted with 
WhisperPower system. The Whisper-
Power system is running 4-6 hours/day 
dependent on the time of the year. Start/ 
stop is fully automatic

Application
Unmanned security and surveillance unit
 
Specialty
Windfarms – Power Consumption  
300 Watt/ hour. 

Applied
WhisperPower’s 1 Cylinder generator + 
DC PowerCube directly connected to the 
flywheel + AGM batteries + Power System 
management + 4 Solar Modules + Suntrack 
regulators. 
Custom solution.

Obeservation and surveillance unit for 
train tracks – this new track has been 
secured by Prisma during some years. 
Operating hours of the 4 Basic: we have 
counted units with over 4000 hrs of run 
time. WhisperPower support this cus-
tomer with a maintenance contract. 

Application
Unmanned surveillance units for con-
struction area’s in the Netherlands and 
Germany.

Specialty
 Part of their systems is connected to 
mains electricity, 

Applied
 AGM back up batteries + WPC Power 
Centre’s for back up and charging, Solar 
panels and Suntrack regulators.

WhisperPower’s back-up systems 

TECHNOLOGY
WhisperPower’s back-up systems 
consist of the following key elements, 
all designed and manufactured in-
house:

•  A super silent 1, 2 or 3 cylinder 
diesel engine (WhisperPower, 
Kubota or Mitsubishi), water 
cooled. 

•   An air- or water cooled permanent 
magnet alternator of 4 - 12kW 

•  AC inverter connected to the  
flywheel, 230V 50Hz/ pure sine 
wave. (AC version)

•  A high class industrial DC Pow-
erCube 3-stage charger of 4.2kW 
power rating. (DC version) 

•   Or even 2 DC PowerCube’s of 
8.6kW in total, operating with our 
3 cylinder Genverter. 

•  Heavy duty AGM, Gel or Lithium 
ION batteries. 

•  Ambient circumstances may vary 
from -40°C to +55°C, *eventu-
ally pre-installed in containers or 
trailors. 

•  Remote monitoring web-based 
or GSM mode. The output voltage 
of these systems can be either 
24, 48VDC, 120V/60Hz or 230V 
/50Hz AC. 

Prisma Security, Diemen, the Netherlands

Toragon, Sweden

Kooi Drachten, the Netherlands 

BouWatch, Assen, the Netherlands

Application
Unmanned surveillance units

Specialty
 Power Consumption 250 Watt/ Hour.

Applied
Genverter 4 Basic + AGM batteries + 
standard battery charger + remote mon-
itoring. Standard components.

Geographic
These systems are used in Sweden, 
Norway, Finland and other Nordic coun-
tries.
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Land based applications

Solar modules are the main power source 
and a perfect way to produce ‘free of 
charge’ clean & green electrical power. 
The other part of the system is activated 
when power consumption exceeds the 
radiation intensity of the sun, with a dis-
charged battery as a consequence. The 
built-in generator re-charges the battery 
quickly, and will supply AC power at the 
same time to the 230V 50Hz appliances 
in the building.
The Grid Independer system of Whisper-
Power is the ideal solution to make sure 
the supply of DC and AC power is ongo-
ing. Batteries will be topped up entirely 
and high power consumption periods will 
be backed up by the build-in diesel gen-
erator. The system is equipped with the 
SUNTRACK MPP tracker up to 80Amp 
power.

Our GRID INDEPENDER system is the ultimate solution to produce power, 
independent of the public grid, in a very clean, green and fuel efficient way. 
The system consists of a battery bank, an inverter of 4kW power rating to 
supply 230V 50Hz house hold power, a WhisperPower diesel generator, an 
engine cooling system, an exhaust system, a fuel tank, a Suntrack Solar 
Charge regulator and Solar modules.

Safety for the mine industry
There are plenty mobile objects with elec-
tronic systems in the world with a wide 
variety of functionality. A very interesting 
example can be found in Australia. We 
came in touch with Brisbane based com-
pany GroundProbe. Incorporated in 2001, 
this company has grown to a world lead-
ing position in the production and supply 
of Slope Stability Radar systems for 
mines. These systems detect hard rock 
failures to optimize safety for the workers 
in the mines of Australia and many other 
countries.

Slope monitoring methods detect slope 
movement. When a high risk area is iden-
tified, radar is the most effective system 
to provide timely warning for safe evacu-
ation. 

Power need of 300 watt power  
24/7 covered
A GroundProbe Radar Detection system 
is build on a small trailor and can be 
moved in a mine area from one place to 
another. The electronics are operated 
independently of the public grid, requiring 

Land based applications

safe, reliable and long lasting energy  
systems. WhisperPower was invited to 
develop a new power system for there 
systems, which resulted in a turn-key 
Genverter based 24 VDC power system, 
capable to supply 300 watt at minimum/ 
hour and maximum 500 watt for the  
various electronics. Solar panels are not 
an option in the dirty mining industry, so 
a complete new power box was designed, 
containing batteries (2 Volt cells), power 
charging, Genverter generator and vari-
ous electronics. All designed for extreme 
conditions, from -25 C to + 55 C. 
Whisper Power is taking care of the turn 
key engineering and manufacturing of the 
power boxes which can be mounted easily 
on the trailors. Documentation, training of 
local technicians, and global maintenance 
support and spare part supply is part of 
the deal.

The Innovation Cluster Drachten is a col-
laboration between eight innovative, high- 
tech companies and the municipality 
Smallingerland, all located in the Northern 
part of the Netherlands, with the aim  
to make the region more attractive for 
investors and high-potential employees. 
WhisperPower was invited to join the 
group early 2013, which was considered 
as an acknowledgement of the way the 
company is developing.

The cluster consists now of eight high-
quality and innovative companies in and 

WhisperPower member  
of innovation cluster

around Drachten , namely Neopost Tech-
nologies, BD Kiestra, Variass, Irmato , 
Norma IMS, SMST, Philips CL Drachten 
and now also Whisper Power.
The Innovation Cluster Drachten repre-
sents more than 2,700 employees, of 
which approximately 860 FTEs are 
engaged in manufacturing processes. 
Main focus of the Innovation Cluster is on 
R & D and the production of premium 
products for a global market.

‘Land based markets discover the great 
benefit of whisperpower’s products.’

Any solar module can be connected as long as the 
chosen nominal voltage is max. 150VDC.

The Genverter/2 PM diesel genetor 
is exetremely suitable to operate in 
harsh circumstances. Cooling and 

exhaust systemns are integrated in 
the turn-key supplied systems.

Electrical connections: 
DC - AC inverter of 4kW/ 
12kW peak – AC connection 
box with AC distribution 
incl fuses, DC connection 
incl. shunt

Back-up power GENVERTER 
power systems, 3.6kVA, 

variable speed technology, 
all-automatic

Complete independency from the public grid
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Rural Electrification

Solar power is THE solution to produce 
electricity in a non-polluting and cost 
effective way. Without electricity, poverty 
will not disappear. The world prices of 
solar modules have come down to a level 
which should allow more people to buy 
solar cell based products. There are many 
initiatives from producers to offer low cost 
systems, like solar based lighting systems.  
A successful product for example is the 
WakaWaka solar powered lamp. Whisper-
Power is investing in new power system 
technology, and is now offering a wide 
portfolio from Solar Home Systems for low 
power use up to more extended Residen-
tial Power Systems, with an integrated 
Whisper Power diesel generator.

Free electrical  
power from the 
sun
Over 1.2 billion people - 20% of the world’s population - are 
still without access to electricity, almost all of whom live in 
developing countries. This includes about 550 million people 
in Africa, and over 400 million people in India. About 2.8 billion 
people use solid fuels - wood, charcoal, coal and dung (manure) 
- for cooking and heating. Many use dangerous kerosene 
lamps. Every year fumes and smoke from open cooking fires 
kill approximately 1.5 million people mostly women and children, 
from emphysema and other respiratory diseases.

Basic principles
The most effective use of solar energy is 
achieved by connecting a PV module to an 
energy storage device, a battery. The 
generated electrical power from the solar 
module will charge the battery, enabling 
the user to take power from the battery 
and use energy during the night when the 
sun is not active. WhisperPower is offer-
ing the following portfolio as the ‘building 
blocks’ to build your own system:
•  High class solar modules and solar 

charge regulators.
•  Heavy duty, long life maintenance free 

batteries (AGM or GEL).
•  Sine wave inverters for immediate 

connection to the battery with a plug 
and play socket on the front.

•  Sine wave inverter/ battery charger 
combinations that can be linked to an 
auxiliary generator or to the grid. This 
system can be used as a UPS (Uninter-
ruptible Power Supply).

•  Various system components, energy 
monitors, cables etc.

These systems are ideal to supply AC 
power to charge adapters for recharge 

gear like telephones, computers and lap 
tops, television sets, energy saving lamps, 
various workman tools and house hold 
equipment.
Power rating of these systems start from 
100 Watt consumption/ hour and go up to 
several hundreds of Watts.

Solar residential 
Larger stand-alone PV systems are called 
Solar Residential Systems (SRS). They 
usually provide electricity to large indi-
vidual installations like houses, small 
hotels, hospitals, schools, factories etc. 
and offer a wide range of applicable 
loads. They generally include an inverter 
allowing the use of AC loads. With a typi-
cal range from 500W to 4000W output 
power, SRS usually integrate 12V and 24V 
battery voltage, even if bigger systems 
work with higher voltage (48V). Whisper-
Power is supplying complete System Kits 
covering all the parts and functions 
needed for SRS systems.

Hybrid solar/ diesel power systems
Many independent power systems use 
more than one source of energy, reason 
why they are called hybrid systems. Most 
of the hybrid systems use PV in combina-
tion with a wind generator and optionally 
a diesel generator for the back-up function. 
Hybrid systems ensure a continuous and 
reliable electricity supply. They also provide 
enough power to satisfy modern domes-

tic needs (lighting, communication, refrig-
eration, water supply) as well as public 
services (health centres, schools) and the 
development of the local infrastructure 
(small industries and related services 
such as telecommunication towers and 
water irrigation systems). Hybrid systems 
can also be used for centralized village 
power supply by serving a mini-grid.
WhisperPower’s Grid Independer system 
is the ideal and complete solution, com-
bining diesel power generation with power 
storage and solar generation.

Grid connected/ with battery 
storage 
In countries with a high penetration 
degree of grid connected solar systems 
(systems with solar modules connected 
to the public grid via an inverter), the so 
called SELF CONSUMPTION concept is 
becoming popular. WhisperPower has a 
complete solution for this ‘Western’ type 
of applications as well.

In general, the amount of solar power pro-
duced by the solar modules within a cer-
tain time frame, does not match the 
amount of electricity used in the average 
household. In particular, power consump-
tion will exceed the self - produced energy 
amount in the morning and at night, and 
also during the winter months. By shifting 

household consumption into the high 
phase of solar power production, it is pos-
sible to increase the consumption of self-
generated electricity, which is CHEAPER 
in general than the energy supplied by the 
utility companies.

Back-up power
The use of battery storage systems, 
which store excess energy and provide 
energy on demand, can increase the con-
sumption level of self - produced energy 
up to 70%. In important feature of this 
system is the BACK-UP POWER function-
ality in case of a utility power failure. 
WhisperPower ‘ s Grid Independer storage 
system stores ENERGY (1) and provide 
BACK-UP POWER (2) ensuring the various 
AC consumers will continue to operate.  
A perfect combination.

Roel ter Heide, CEO WhisperPower 

‘ WhisperPower is investing in new 
power system technology, and is 
now offering a wide portfolio.’

Test site close to WhisperPower’s 
premises in the Netherlands. This 
version of the Grid Independer  
is providing 7kW AC power  
(Genverter genset and inverter in 
parallel), 4kW inverter power and 
10kWh of storage, 48V, 24V and 
12VDC. Solar array: 2kW peak 
array with pre-fab frame. Set up 
time 3 hours. Concrete beams as 
a solid base 6ft container with 
inside the Grid Independer S ver-
sion (small) with 10 kWh battery 
– can be extended to 40-50kWh 
by adding battery stacks.
Solar system ‘priority’, Whisper-
Power Genverter starts automati-
cally at low DC battery power.

WhisperPower’s testsite
Grid Independer  

10kWh Energy Storage  
+ Back-up Power

The Grid Independer inside a 6ft container
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Technology & Innovations

The WhisperPower DC PowerCube is a high 
power battery charger designed for high-
end recreational and commercial use.  
The design process started in 2010,  
market introduction followed late 2012. 
DC PowerCube is an unique product 
because of the dual functionality:
1.  Mains-power-to-battery: As a separate 

high power multi-stage battery charger, 
connected to land/ shore power and/ 
or an AC generator, DC PowerCube is 
providing DC power to charge the bat-
tery or buffer the DC system.

2.  Diesel - battery charger: As an integral 
part of our Genverter DC diesel battery 
charger. The speed of the engine var-
ies according to the DC power need of 
the battery or the DC system. Extremely 
suitable as an auxiliary generator in 
combination with an AC inverter.

Unique technology
The DC PowerCube range is based on 
state of the art PWM switched mode tech-
nology resulting in highly efficient and 
compact building blocks. The auto rang-
ing input from 90-265VAC and dual  
frequency (50 & 60Hz) makes the battery 
charger/ diesel generator ideal to be used 
anywhere in the world. The DC Power-

Martijn Favot, CTO since early 2012, 
became involved in power conversion 
technologies in 1996 and designed many 
power products. ‘From a commercial 
point of view, many things have changed 
over the past 30 years. Independent 
power system business became hot, fol-
lowed by the global solar boom, starting 
some 15 years ago’, says Favot.

Bullit proof electrical system

Inverters have become a common com-
ponent in various application fields, such 
as solar systems, airconditioning, indus-
trial soft starters and portable gasoline 
generators. But they have not become 
common knowledge. WhisperPower is 
one of the few companies in the world 
with an extended know - how and a long 
history in this field. Together with partner 
development companies we create the 
most robuste and powerful electronics.
WhisperPower’s inverters can be catego-
rized as follows:
•  Inverters as part of a variable speed 

generator, converting the incoming vari-

Our design process includes a combina-
tion of mechanical engineering, electrical 
engineering, control engineering and 
computer engineering. Mechatronics is a 
challenging multidisciplinary field of engi-
neering and we are very good at it. In 
addition to developing our own power 
electronics, we develop PM alternators, 
engine parts and even complete engines. 
Our in-house designed WP1 1 cylinder 
diesel was introduced 3 years ago, inte-
grated in the Genverter 4 Basic and the 
Genverter 7 i. The engine, designed for 
our Hybrid generator concept, has proven 
to be outstanding is now used in many 
‘light duty’ market segments, where 
engines operate during intervals and bat-
teries and inverters take over the power 
provision during engine ‘off’ times. We are 
now adding a complete new AIRFILTER 
which will improve the functionality of the 
engine including the reduction of audible 
noise. The back-end cover for the fly-
wheel has been the latest design.

The power of innovation

Superior multi phase inverter technology
able frequency and voltage into a pure 
sine wave output. Examples are the 
inverters integrated in the Genverter 
range (GV 4/8/10). They are the best in 
it’s class and can be loaded continu-
ously. 

•   Inverters, or inverter-only devices, to 
convert DC battery power into stable, 
sine wave 230V 50Hz (120V 60Hz) 
power. All our designs are based on 
switched mode technology, voltage regu-
lation is done by switching semi-con-
ductors (IGBT’ s and MosFET’s). The 
efficiency (loss in DC to AC conversion 
process) is extremely high.

Mechatronics  
is our  
excellence

Amazing powerful and still 
quiet: DC PowerCube

Cube can be used either as a universal 
high power battery charger or as a power 
supply from AC to DC (or Diesel Genverter 
to DC). A CAN Bus communication port 
makes the PowerCube connectable to 
other devices which includes Lithium Ion 
BMS.

•	 	MTBF	>	10	yrs	(Mean	Time	Between	
Failure)

•	 	Most	powerful	charger	available	in	the	
market

•	 Unique	dual	function
•	 Lowest	audible	noise
•	 Best	price/	performance

Our mission is to supply systems that 
WORK and will KEEP ON WORKING. 
Breakdowns are not acceptable. Since the 
start of WhisperPower, the development 
of the new Genverter range of power gen-
erators went hand in hand with the design 

tion, interfacing power electronics in an 
AC busbar system with land connection 
and/ or generators may cause problems 
or even a malfunction of the entire sys-
tem. By intorducing our GENVERTER/
POWERCUBE concept, we offer a real 
superior ‘unbreakable’ system’, concludes 
Favot.

‘Technology changed as well, mainly 
related to power electronics. The power 
density increased a lot, prices went down, 
reliability improved, voltage quality 
became better, but power electronics 
devices (battery chargers, inverters, com-
bi’s) are in general the weakest link of an 
entire electrical power system. In addi-

Five years of WhisperPower, 
twenty years of experience. 
In fact, life before Whisper-
Power started in the early 
1980s when Roel ter Heide 
started his first inverter com-
pany. 

Engine + PM + Electronics +  
Battery + Power Management =  

WhisperPower’s bullit proof system 

of our power electronics. We make sure 
all parts operate smoothly together in one 
system – with the lowest risk of failure. 
Our latest Genverter/ DC PowerCube sys-
tem is an example of smart, high end 
product development.

As a result of the multiphase technology 
applied, peak power capability of these 
units is extremely high, unlike other 
swiched mode inverters in the market.
•  Bi-directional inverter/ charger combi-

nations or Combi’s, combining inverter 
technology, battery charging in case  
AC power is available and AC source 
switching for automatic source chanel-
ling. This is the most comprehensive 
and potentially complicated piece of 
power electronics, for which we apply 
low frequency technology, based on 
toroidal (=highly efficient) transformers.

Complete powersystem based on the new Genverter/2 cylinder variable Speed Generator, 

with AC PowerCube, DC PowerCube and lithium ION batteries

WhisperPower’s own 1 cylinder diesel engine

One of our secrets to keep our power 
electronics going, even under the harsh 
cirumstances, is the fact we apply power 
stages with an extreme number of semi- 
conductors (mosFETS etc.), resistant 
against extreme stress.

Marco Brunia

Martijn Favot, CTO of WhisperPower

All products and parts are designed in-
house and prepared in 3D files for either 
internal or outside manucturing. Most of 
the power electronics is outsourced, 
either in Europe or in the Far East. One of 
WhisperPower’s strengths is its ability  
to choose the right partners, capable of 

Design for manufacturing
premium manufacturing. Our head-to-tail 
approach allows us to organize a rather 
extended portfolio with low overhead 
costs, which is one of the reasons why 
WhisperPower’s products are so competi-
tive.



Roel ter Heide

Tineke Jager, WhisperPower’s DTP specialist
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With over 100,000 unique visitors in 2013 
and over 1 MIO page views, we consider 
our websites as very well visited. E-com-
merce is by far the most effective way to 
get in touch with our potential customers. 
Current languages are limited to English, 
Dutch, German, Spanish and Russian. We 
are now preparing a website format which 
will allow our local distributors to edit the 
content of the new website in their local 
language in a smooth way. Within 6 months 
our products and systems can be found 
on the web in over 15 languages, including 
Chinese. 

WhisperPower has taken the issue of 
marketing and communication seriously 
since the start of the company in 2008. 
Roel ter Heide explains:
‘The last 5 years were challenging for us, 
we had to put the WhisperPower brand on 
the world map within a very short period. 
After our main customer (Mastervolt) 
ceased purchasing Whisper generator 
products from us, in June 2010, we had 
to hurry up to build up our WhisperPower 
brand. Another challenging factor was the 
strong decline of our traditional marine 
markets. This has pushed us to explore 
other markets and applications. It took us 
more than 2 years plus the spending of 
many millions of Euro’s to finish the trans-
formation and arrive at the position we are 
today: a well known premium ‘power’ 
brand, with a globally well established 
high class distribution network. I am very 
pleased with the way the company is 
developing now, it makes fun to build up 
a brand and see the business growing. We 
will keep on spending a substantial part 
of our sales revenue on marketing and 

An important mile stone is the creation of 
new catalogues for the dedicated marine, 
mobile and domestic market sectors. The 
new marine WhisperPowerBook is now 
ready, a comprehensive document of 116 
pages, showing all our ‘systems’ and 
‘boxes’, from our traditional Whisper prod-
ucts and parts up to the latest power elec-
tronics. Tineke Jager, WhisperPower’s 
desk top publishing specialist, is involved 
in the creation of many of these, such as 
operating manuals, datasheets, sales fly-
ers, advertisements, stand designs and 
all other promotion related matters. About 
the new catalogue: ‘I am very proud with 
the result, considering the production 
time of just 4 weeks. 

WhisperPower has developed a special 
product line for light industrial and recrea-
tional use, which can be distinguished 
from the ORANGE color of certain parts 
of the product. The Orange labeled prod-
ucts are very attractively priced and sold 
through our international dealer network. 
In fact, we offer complete Orange shop 

Communication is key

promotion, it is an old business principle 
you have to invest before you can harvest. 
That is exactly what we do,’ ter Heide 
explains.

Multi media strategy
It always has been WhisperPower’s  
marketing strategy to use combinations 
of different content forms like printed text, 
website text, animations, You Tube product 
placements, advertising in printed media 
and on the web, participate with exhibi-
tions and entertain demonstration tours 
with demo vehicles. Electronic media is 
projected to take an increasing part of the 
annual budget, as we reach a wider audi-
ence within a shorter period of time.

A new catalogue

Our WhisperPower Demo tool

Roel ter Heide,  
CEO WhisperPower 

‘ I am very pleased with 
the way the company  
is developing now.’

However superior a given product may be over its rivals, word 
of mouth alone is insufficient to reach the target group. 

New multi-language 
website strategy

Reactions on the document are encour-
aging, customers are considering the new 
WhisperPowerBook as a statement our 
brand has reached the premium status. 
That is exactly where we were aiming for. 
We will extend the content in 2014 with 
more technical back ground technical and 
other useful product and system details, 
publication will follow in at least 6 lan-
guages in the beginning of 2014. I cannot 
wait to start with the mobile and land-
based catalogue.’

Exhibition calendar
November 2013 - August 2014

2013
METS - Amsterdam, NL 
19 November to 21 November 2013
Participant: WhisperPower BV

Salon Nautique International -  
Paris, FR
7 December to 15 December 2013
Participant: Webasto France

2014
London Boat Show - London, UK
4 to 12 January 2014 
Participant: ASAP UK

InterSolution - Gent, BE
15  to 17 January 2014 
Participant: Libra Energy BV

Boot Düsseldorf - Düsseldorf, DE
18 to 26 January 2014
Participant: WhisperPower Germany

Helsinki Int Boatshow - Helsinki
7 to 16 February 2014
Participant: Kaha Helsinki

Belgian Boat Show - Gent, BE
8 to 16 February 2014
Participant: WhisperPowerBV

Eurasia Boatshow - Istanbul
14 to 23 February 2014
Participant: Marintek

Stockholm Boatshow - Stockholm
28 February to 9 March 2014 
Participant: Sellpower

Dubai International Boatshow -  
Dubai
4 to 8 March 2014
Participant: Brooke  Marine

Austrian Boatshow - Tulln
6 to 9 March 2014
Participant: WhisperPower  
Germany 

Moscou Boatshow - Moscou
11 to 16 March 2014
Participant: WhisperPower Russia

Argentina Boatshow - Buenos Aires
4 to 13 April 2014
Participant: Baron SA

China International Boatshow -  
Shanghai
10 to 13 April  2014
Participant: WhisperPower China

Solar Solutions - Vijfhuizen, NL
16 -17 April 2014
Participant: Libra Energy 

Valencia Boatshow - Valencia
24 to 28 April 2014
Participant: WhisperPower Iberica

Commercial Vehicle Show -  
Birmingham
29 April to 1 May 2014 
Participant: WhisperPower UK/ 
Intellitec

Solar Expo - Milano 
8 to 10 May 2014
Participant: U-Flex

Sanctuary Cove - Australia
22 to 25 May 2014
Participant: McIntyre Equipment Pty.

Hanseboot Ancora - Neustadt
23 to 25 May 2014
Participant: WhisperPower Ger-
many

InterSolar - Munchen, DE
4 to 6 June 2014
Participant: WhisperPower BV

Sydney Int Boatshow - Sydney
31 July – 4 August 2014
Participant: McIntyre Equipment Pty.

Orange campaign

Complete ‘Energy Shop’ display with attractive, well-priced Power Products

racks with the entire range of products to 
our BtoB customers together with end-
user orientated promotional material.
In the Netherlands we have run a cam-
paign in the Watersports magazines with  
a catchy Powering Your Lifestyle slogan. 
In 2014 we will roll out the entire sales 
concept in most European countries.

Our WhisperPower demo 
van is one of our most 
effective promotional 
tools, used throughout 
Europe to visit custom-
ers. Now fitted with our 
new Genverter DC/ AC 
PowerCube system. 
The vehicle is available to 
dealers and distributors 
in Europe. All systems 
can be demonstrated 
‘real life’.

Marketing facts

Soon to reach Golden Status


